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Aviation Maintenance Project Report
The Stevenson Family

Hello Maintenance Project Supporters!
Your support of the maintenance work is doing 

amazing things in the Philippines and abroad! 
Kyle returned from his trip exhausted. What was 
accomplished, however, was amazing! N81708 is 
completely put back together, fully functional and 
now waiting to fly. The runway isn’t completed 
yet and due to the mandated lockdowns almost 
globally, we’re not sure when that will continue. As 
it was, days after Kyle returned, flights out of Manila 
stopped altogether. He got back just in time!

The crew worked hard in the sun and often under 
a makeshift shelter off the side of the shipping 
container, getting everything done, put back 
together, tightened, oiled and ready for service. What 
a wonderful sound to hear the engine turn over on 
the first try! Global Operations Manager, Ray Young, 
did a high-powered taxi down the runway to further 

check how things were running. He couldn’t take off 
as the strip is not finished nor approved, but what a 
blessed sight to see 708 ready for take-off!

The local Pathfinders came to pray over the 
“Pathfinder” plane and dedicate it. What a special 
moment for the youth to see the plane there, ready to 
serve. They were encouraged and excited. Everyone 
is eager to see it in the air serving in mission work.

While the world has been put on hold, God’s 
work surely has not. He continues to move and 
inspire. During these times, there are extraordinary 
things He can do through us to continue tending 
His vineyard. The people living in the area are glad 
to see the plane again. While their needs have to 
be tended in other ways right now, the hope of the 
people is sure. God’s AWA planes give hope. Seeing 
them in good working order has an impact too. 
There is hope!



We want this impact to continue, not just in the 
Philippines but also in our other projects like Northern 
Ontario in Canada, Guyana, Nicaragua, Alaska, 
even Brazil and Uganda. With the aircraft God has 
supplied to His organization, this has helped to bring 
hope to people all over the world. The care for these 
special tools is important so that we can keep doing 
this heavenly work. 

Perhaps reading this, you are already a monthly or 
occasional financial supporter.  We thank you so very 
much for your desire to partner with us and help see 
this work continue. Perhaps you have just been a quiet 
reader in the background, praying for the work we’re 
doing. Thank you, friends. Your prayers are critical. 

We invite you to pray and seek God’s will at this 
time if you are considering partnering with us. What a 
blessing it would be! We’re praying for you and invite 
you to invest in God’s work through AWA. Please join 
us regularly in prayer and financial support to keep 
this mission flying. 

Until next month!

The Stevenson Family
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ministry which belongs to God. Kyle 
will be traveling to each mission 
base to care for the planes, and as 
we work on our flight training, we 
work towards the goal of being relief 
pilots where needed when field 
missionaries take furlough, and the 
ability to ferry or transport aircraft 
that’s been donated or needs to be 
moved from place to place.

As you’ve prayed for us and 
continue supporting, God has 
lifted Kyle up in his position of 
Chief of Aircraft Maintenance so 
that for the first time in his career 
he is able to fashion the needs and 
structure of the shop he’s working 
in. He’s now able to custom tailor 
his maintenance skills according to 

circumstance and need, both in the 
hanger here and in the field through 
communication with AWA’s foreign 
field missionaries. With Kyle’s skills 
and service, AWA’s maintenance 
projects, that extend globally, will 
continue to endure with the highest 
safety measures and efficiency.

As of September 30th, Kyle 
acquired his IA—Inspector’s 
Authority—so that he can now 
go to the field and tend to the 
aircraft when the yearly annual 
is due (it’s like a “well plane” visit 
with the “aircraft doctor”) and sign 
off on them as finished. It was a 
tremendously difficult test, but he 
passed it, and now has the authority 
to sign off on aircraft, so AWA’s 
planes can continue to fly safely.

The adventure is only beginning 
and God is using your prayers and 
your monthly generosity to see that 

His plan unfolds for us in mind-
blowing ways. Thank you for being 
partners in this with us! God bless 
you all; now, and into the New Year! 
Merry Christmas everyone!

With Love,
Kyle and Rebecca


